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Silicone Stretch Lids – Instalids - 6-Pack of 

Various Sizes 

 

✅【Insta Lids】Food Grade material, BPA free, FDA approved 

✅【Silicone Lids】Temperature range -40 ℉ to 400 ℉ 

✅【Spill and Odor Free】Fit over odd-shaped cups & bowls 

✅【Various Size】Stretch Lids come in 6 sizes (2.6", 3.7", 4.5", 5.7", 6.5", 8.1")  

✅【RISK FREE】 Instalids is backed by manufacturer 30-day money back 

 

Click 【Add to Cart】below. Buy it NOW 

https://amzn.to/2tw1Yhp 

 

 

 

https://amzn.to/2tw1Yhp
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=me%3DA1MBLCJ7B412W6&field-keywords=insta+lids
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✅【Insta Lids】Made by high quality Food Grade silicone material, environmentally-friendly, 

BPA free, FDA approved Silicone Stretch Lids, non-toxic, reusable, durable and leakproof, 

airtight seal to prevents spills and food fresh longer. 

 

 

✅【Stretch and Fit Lids】The Stretch Lids Food Cover can resistant to high and low 

temperature range -40 ℉（freezing) up to 400 ℉, can be used for refrigerators, microwave 

ovens, electric oven. Stretchable up to a Maximum of 30% of the Silicone Lid Size. Will Fit 

Perfectly on Round, Rectangle shape 
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✅【Spill and Odor Free】Instalids are round yet stretchy enough to fit snugly over odd-

shaped mugs, pots, cups & bowls. Just place them in the dishwasher or hand wash with soap 

in warm water after each use. NOTE: Dry Insta Lids Reusable will work better with containers. 

Avoid abrasive or force-foam cleaners. 

 

 

✅【Various Size Stretch Lids】Fit Various Food Containers - Stretch and Seal Lids come in 

6 sizes (2.6", 3.7", 4.5", 5.7", 6.5", 8.1") Serve as replacement for lost lids for round square, 

rectangle shape containers.  
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Usage Steps 
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SGS Test Report 
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FAQ: 
 

Question: 

Are these made of 100% food grade silicone? 

Answer: 

Yes, of course. They are non-toxic, BPA Free, made of Food Grade Silicone, FDA, and SGS 

approved materials.  

 

Question: 

Is this dishwasher safe? 

Answer: 

Yes, they are dishwasher-safe. The heat resistance is up to 450°F.  

 

Question: 

Do these stretch and fit Lids work well on Pyrex Glass bowls? 

Answer: 

Instalids works on anything. Plastic, metal, glass . whatever you want to use it for  

 

Question: 

Will they work on metal bowls? 

Answer: 

Yes. I use them on metal bowls all the time. The key is to have a dry bowl and lid.  

 

Question: 

Can the lids heat in microwave or freeze in refrigerator? 

Answer: 

Sure, silicone products can be heated and freezed.  

 

Question: 

Can I use these on plastic bowls? 

Answer: 

Yes, I use it on my plastic bowls, and it fits very well.  

 

Question: 

Are they really can be reused over and over again, safe and durable? 

Answer: 

Yes, they can.  

 

Question: 

Are Silicone stretch Lids really can be reused over and over again, safe and durable? 

Answer: 

Insta Lids are made of high quality silicone material, durable and not wrap, can be reused over 

and over again.  
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Question: 

Are stretch and fit Lids BPA free? 

Answer: 

Yes, Insta Lids are BPA free  

 

Question: 

Can I use Insta Lids to stretch to cover my rectangles or round bowl? 

Answer: 

Yes, they are perfect for 3"-10" bowls, plates, containers, mason jars, mugs or cans.  

 

Question: 

Are these Silicone Stretch Lids are made of silicone, so I can stretch to cover my rectangles or 

round bowl? 

Answer: 

Yes, these are. You certainly can use stretch Lids on your different bowls. Silicone stretch Lids are 

made of high quality silicone materials and stretchy enough so will fit tight on rectangle and 

round bowel, jars, glassware.  

 

Question: 

What is the maximum size? 

Answer: 

The maximum size of this lid is 8.1", it works great for leftovers.  

 

Question: 

Will it work on a 9x13 inch pan? 

Answer: 

No problem the large lid will easily fit  

 

Question: 

Do your lids slip off the object? 

Answer: 

No. They have seal rings can help stay on the object.  

 

Question: 

Can it prevent the milk spilling from the bottle? 

Answer: 

Yes  

 

Question: 

Can stretch and seal lids prevent the milk spilling from the bottle? 

Answer: 

Silicone stretch Lids are round and smooth, it is stretchy enough to fit the bottle and prevent the 

milk from spilling.  
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Question: 

Will these work on square dishes? 

Answer: 

Yes, the Silicone Stretch Lids also work on square dishes. You maybe use the size which is closest 

to the container's size for a snugger fit. 

 

Question: 

Can these be used to cover the square dishes? 

Answer: 

Yes, these can be used to cover the square dishes.  

 

Question: 

Is it good for seal plate? 

Answer: 

Yes, it will seal a small or med sized plate. 

 

Service contact: service@imusicat.com 
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